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Indicted Harvard carbon nanotube bio-warfare [likely constructed the
Coronavirus nanotube 5G delivery system] professor Charles M. Lieber has
hidden from public disclosure that his father (the son of a Romanian Jewish
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émigré candy manufacturer Leo Lieber), Robert I. Lieber, was a satellite
tracking and radar spy for RCA’s AEGIS satellite system (Sir Geo rey Pattie,
Privy Council, NBC, GE, BBC, Sarno ) now managed by Lockheed Martin,
SERCO, QinetiQ and the British Privy Council.



Lockheed Martin is controlled by the Queen’s Golden Share. RCA became SERCO &
QinetiQ and now manages much of America’s large-scale infrastructure, including FEMA,
air tra c control, Obamacare, OMB, OPM, SES, State Department, war ghting, and even
including managing the U.S. Patent and Trademark O ce.

The U.S. Patent O ce has blocked access to Robert Lieber’s weaponized patents, even
though this patent is out of his normal radar expertise.

They were discovered in well-presented form at the German Patent O ce:

FR App. No. 1,369,330. (Jul. 06, 1964) . [FR] Data processing system, Inventors:
Hans Karl Flesch, Fredrick Theodore Gutmann, Robert Lieber. led Apr. 11, 1962,
assigned to International Standard Electric Corp., New York, N.Y. (USA). French
Patent O ce.

DE App. No. 1424634. (Jan. 30, 1969) . [DE] Data processing system, Inventors:
Flesch Hans Karl, Frederick Theodore Gutman, Robert Lieber. led Apr. 25, 1962,
assigned to International Standard Electric Corp., New York, N.Y. (V. St. A.). German
Patent and Trademark O ce (DPMA).

U.S. Patent No. 3,204,086. (Aug. 31, 1965) . Data Processing Systems. Inventors
Hans K. Flesch, Glen Cove, N.Y., and Fredrick T. Gutmann, Caldwell, and Robert
Lieber, West Orange, N.J., assignors to International Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation, Nutley, N.J., a corporation of Maryland Filed Apr. Z7, 1961, Ser. No.
106,090 16 Claims.

Note: The U.S. Patent O ce (USPTO) is blocking PUBLIC PAIRS (full record of an
application) and even SIMPLE SEARCH access to this Robert Lieber patent.

Here’s the proof that the U.S. Patent O ce is blocking access to the Robert Lieber patent:
https://aim4truth.org/2020/03/28/charles-m-lieber-and-the-queens-qinetiq/
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Robert Lieber Search. (Accessed Mar. 29, 2020) . Illustration that the
Patent O ce is blocking access to U.S. Pat. No. 3,204,086 awarded to
Robert I. Lieber, RCA, father of proli c Harvard carbon nanotube professor
Charles M. Lieber indicted for espionage. USPTO.



R. Lieber (Robert I. Lieber), contributor (Feb. 01, 1978) . Digital computer simulation of
radar systems (AEGIS Combat System, RCA, now Lockheed Martin), by J. Liston, G.M.
Sparks, Acknowl. to Robert Lieber, p. 88, Vol. 23, No. 5, Feb-Mar 1978, accessed Mar. 28,
2020. RCA Engineer.
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R. Lieber (Robert I. Lieber) (Jun. 01, 1967) . Subject Index, pp. 87, 89, MISSILE AND
SURFACE RADAR DIVISION Leiber, R. radar, Vol. 13, No. 1, Jun-Jul 1967, accessed Mar.
28, 2020. RCA Engineer.
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R. Lieber, S. Shucker. (Jun. 01, 1961) . Doppler tracking systems, angle-damped, Jun-Jul
1961, Vol. 7, No. 1, p. 24, Topics: Military and Missile systems, Satellite ground support,
Space technology. RCA Engineer.

Click image to enlarge

TRANSCRIPT: R. LIEBER received his BSME from the University of Miami and his MS from Drexel
Institute of Technology. At the Army’s Frankford Arsenal from 1950 to 1952, he was responsible for
hydraulic circuit development. Joining RCA in 1952, Mr. Lieber contributed to development of the
AN/APN-42 subminiaturized pulse radar altimeter and the “Black Cate” low-altitude penetration
system. He then became responsible for the integration of the MIT-SPIRE System with the RCAdeveloped K-band terrain clearance radar. From 1956 to 1958 he undertook functional engineering of
inertial navigation systems and self-stabilized missile-seeker systems. Since 1958, Mr. Lieber, as
Leader of an Analysis group, is responsible for major portions of DAMP [ARPA-funded] and advanced
tracking and guidance systems.

The DAMP project implemented lethal capabilities that “Five Eyes” and their BritishAmerican Pilgrims Society handlers, including the Senior Executive Service (SES), have
turned on friend and foe alike. They want one world government and a 90% lower world
https://aim4truth.org/2020/03/28/charles-m-lieber-and-the-queens-qinetiq/
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population. Robert I. Lieber and his son Charles M. Lieber are both a part of this massive
conspiracy by the British Empire (via their Pilgrims Society formed in 1902) to take over



the world.

Charles Lieber never mentions his family heritage. His father Robert was born in
Philadelphia on May 06, 1926 to Leo and Sophie (ne Malason) Lieber. Sophie was Leo’s
second wife and Robert appears to be their only child. Leo was age 50 and Sophie was
age 37 when Robert was born.

Leo’s rst wife, Fannie (ne Cohen) (Robert’s stepmother) is the person with whom Leo
emigrated from Botoșani, Romania on the SMS Fürst Bismarck, arriving in New York on
Mar. 14, 1892 , having fathered three children with Fannie. They identi ed themselves as
“Yiddish” (Jewish). Leo and Fannie had one daughter, one son, Evelyn and Sylvan,
respectively, and a third child whose name is garbled on their naturalization certi cate
dated Jan. 25, 1912 .

In 1923, Leo Lieber had divorced Fannie to marry Sophie Malason (alt. spellings Maleson,
Meleson) whose father and mother were born in Russia. Strangely, Leo told the U.S.
Federal Census takers two different countries of origin: Romania in 1910 (when married
to Fannie whose parents were from Romania), and Russia in 1930 (when married to
Sophie whose parents were from Russia). Those are the facts, what is the signi cance of
the deception?

ROBERT LIEBER STARTED LYING TO THE PUBLIC EARLY IN LIFE
(AND CONTINUED ALL THROUGH HIS LYING SPY CAREER AT
RCA); THEN, ROBERT’S INDICTED HARVARD PROF. SON CHARLES
M. LIEBER JUST KEPT LYING
Remarkably, on Robert Lieber’s 1946 Draft Card , he says his father Leo was an
“Unemployed veteran.” This is an evident lie. For some reason, Robert besmirched his
father Leo’s (Charles’ grandfather) 50-year-long career as a candy manufacturer in his
own business: Leo Lieber Confectioner, Philadelphia, PA (“Originator of Crimped
Chocolates” — PA Board of Trade, 1920). It appears that Leo may have even lost three
ngers on his left hand early in his profession, according to his 1918 Draft Card .

Leo Lieber died on Jun. 08, 1955, here is Leo’s Philadelphia Inquirer Obituary at age 75
having just retired two years earlier in 1953. Here is Leo’s 1920 PA Board of Trade
https://aim4truth.org/2020/03/28/charles-m-lieber-and-the-queens-qinetiq/
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membership veri cation as a confectioner/manufacturer of note.



Robert [I.] Lieber. (Jun. 28, 1946). WWII Draft Card, DSS Form 1, Ser. No. W-154-B, Order No. 13001B.
Philadelphia Draft Board. Robert Lieber lied about his father Leo Lieber being an ‘Unemployed veteran’;
Leo’s 1955 obituary says he retired in 1953 after 50 yrs. as a candy manufacturer – just two years
before his death in 1955. In 2020, Robert’s son Charles M. Lieber lied about his nanotube biology
frauds and espionage activities in the People’s Republic of China, and speci cally Wuhan University of
Technology. Wuhan is the alleged site of the Coronavirus media propaganda outbreak of 2020.
Notably, Robert was funded in his RCA radar work by ARPA, and Charles was funded in his Harvard
nanotube biology work by DARPA. This proves a continuity of spy activity from father to son.

The county coroner got Leo’s profession right in 1955 even though his son Robert could not ten years
earleir.

SON ROBERT AND GRANDSON CHARLES APPEAR TO HAVE NEVER
TALKED ABOUT LEO AND FANNIE. AND, THE ONE TIME ROBERT
DOES ON HIS DRAFT CARD, HE LIES ABOUT HIS FATHER LEO.
CURIOUS.
Robert [I.] Lieber. (Jun. 28, 1946) . WWII Draft Card, DSS Form 1, b. May 06, 1926, Ser.
No. W-154-B, Order No. 13001B. Philadelphia Draft Board.
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Geo rey Pattie led the GE acquisition of RCA.
The Sarnoff Center was donate to SRI International that became SERCO, Inc. in 2008.

https:// ndingaids.hagley.org/xtf/view?docId=ead/2464_09.xml

https://fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack- ndings.html#serco-precursorformed

https://fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack- ndings.html#1897

https://fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack- ndings.html#serco-bought-siinternational

[1021] Press Release. (Mar. 19, 2013) . Serco Processes 2 Millionth Patent Application
for U.S. Patent and Trademark O ce. Serco.

[1022] Press Release. (Nov. 30, 2015) . Serco Awarded $95 Million Patent
Classi cation Contract with the U.S. Patent and Trademark O ce. Serco.
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.

This has taken ve days to track down!
Bingo on Charlie’s elusive dad Robert

The obit came through again… one of the few times people tell the truth.

https://www. ndagrave.com/memorial/23851216

Robert I. Lieber. (d. Jan. 06, 2008 Age 81) . Obituary (1926-2008), memorial 23851216.
b. May 06, 1926. Find A Grave.

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2008-01-06-Robert-I-Lieber-(1926-2008)-dJan-06-2008-Age-81-Obituary-Memorial-23851216-b-May-06-1926-Find-A-Grave-Jan06-2008.pdf

RCA, Sarnoff (Pilgrims Society), SERCO, Pattie, Privy Council, Malloch-Brown….. bingo

He introduced them to Euro globalists on their airplane hobby trips to Europe.
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Charlie NEVER talks about his family, especially his father, or his Romania Eastern
European heritage.



Robert Lieber was a spook for RCA, ITT, Cable & Wireless, Navy, Admiralty with the Brits
re. building the AEGIS system!

He even has a patent that is being blocked by the USPTO, but found in the German
Patent O ce!

The RCA AEGIS unit is now run by Lockheed Martin.

R. Lieber (Robert I. Lieber), contrib. (Feb. 01, 1978) . Digital computer simulation of
radar systems (AEGIS Combat System, RCA, now Lockheed Martin), by J. Liston, G.M.
Sparks, Acknowledgement to Robert Lieber, p. 88, Vol. 23, No. 5, Feb-Mar 1978. RCA
Engineer.

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/1978-02-01-R-Lieber-(Robert-I-Lieber)-contrDigital-computer-simulation-of-radar-systems-(AEGIS-Combat-System-RCA)-J-ListonGM-Sparks-Ackn-Robert-Lieber-p-88-Vol-23-No-5-Feb-Mar-1978-RCA-Eng-Feb-011978.pdf
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4 bloggers like this.
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Comments



ADD YOURS

Luke on March 28, 2020 at 7:07 pm

Reply

Uk peeps ain’t happy with whats going on.
Downing Street says China faces a ‘reckoning’ over the coronavirus and risks
becoming a ‘pariah state’ as Boris Johnson faces pressure to scrap the Huawei deal.
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8163767/Downing-Street-says-Chinafaces-reckoning-coronavirus.html

 Like
2

 Our Spirit on March 28, 2020 at 7:09 pm

Reply

But what if President Trump suggested to Xi Jinping that he look at the SOURCE of
the coronavirus? Then China would see that the British planted it among the Wuhan
people. A UK bioweapon was launched in China where the Chinese tried to keep the
spread a secret.

 Liked by 2 people
3

Wanda on March 28, 2020 at 7:12 pm

Reply

Thank you for all the information keep up the great work!

 Like
4

johnsoulman on March 28, 2020 at 10:40 pm

Reply

ARE AMERICANS BEING DUPED?

How Surveillance and 5G Are Being Fast-Tracked

Under the Pretext of Fighting Coronavirus

https://www.takebackyourpower.net/surveillance-5g-fast-tracked-undercoronavirus-pretext/

 Like
ezduzit63 on March 28, 2020 at 11:44 pm
https://aim4truth.org/2020/03/28/charles-m-lieber-and-the-queens-qinetiq/
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5

Space Fence surveillance radar site declared operational
https://spacenews.com/space-fence-surveillance-radar-site-declared-operational/



 Like
6

Civilization is Sterilization on March 29, 2020 at 1:38 am

Reply

Cleanliness is next to Fordliness:

Coronavirus Fear, Germ Theory, Exosomes, and Resiliency -…
-…

https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/harvard-university-professor-and-two-chinesenationals-charged-three-separate-china-related

 Like
7

Central London Hatchery and Conditioning Centre 112 A.F. on March 30, 2020 at
12:26 am

Reply

Here is the charging document(s) attachment for the case:
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/ le/1239796/download

Talent Show:
https://search.justice.gov/search?
utf8=%E2%9C%93&a liate=justice&sort_by=&query=%22Thousand+Talents%22&commit=Searc

 Liked by 1 person
8

 Our Spirit on March 30, 2020 at 7:32 am
Nice contribution. Thank you.
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 Like


9

Gilbert Rosa on March 29, 2020 at 10:59 am


Reply

Interesting trend. Dr. Faucci is all over the internet spouting his mis-information. Very
concerning.

[cid:FC4E02E8-E653-49E4-A70B-31D53204197B]

 Like
10

LivLovely101 on March 29, 2020 at 11:15 am

Reply

I had wondered why Trump had the satellite launched recently – as there are no
coincidences in govt. I had also come across the DOJ page about the arrest of Lieber
and knew there had to be more to the story. Scary stuff.

 Like
11

Joseph Olson on March 29, 2020 at 12:05 pm

Reply

PizzaGate vulnerability forced rapid deployment of WuFlu bioweapon, far worse
pathogens pending. Pedo ring protected by BARR & WRAY >

“Game of Global Elite” at Simulation Series

https/YouTu.be/7-c-ZOMyLs8

 Like
12

johnsoulman on March 29, 2020 at 12:09 pm

Reply

AMERICA . YOU”RE BEING SMOKED .

By Anna Von Reitz

All day I have been listening to prattle about the “meaning” of “the Fed Take Over” by
the Treasury Department.

All these people are running around spinning all sorts of “interpretations” about this.

One group is sure it’s the work of the “evil New York Wall Street Jews”…..
https://aim4truth.org/2020/03/28/charles-m-lieber-and-the-queens-qinetiq/
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Another group is lauding and praising Trump as if he accomplished a miracle.



Still more groups are evenly split with some saying its the End of the World and the
rest saying its the Beginning of a New World.

Listen to what your Grandma is telling you.

The FED can’t buy anything that isn’t guaranteed by “the government”.

The “government” that was pretending to be the civilian government of this country
(never really was) was organized as a commercial corporation that
violated its charter.
It is in Chapter 7 Involuntary Bankruptcy Liquidation as a result.

Okay? So, what can the FED buy, if there is no “government” guaranteeing them
anything, and their charter forbids them to buy anything that isn’t guaranteed by a
government?

Think, Grasshoppers. You all have brains and I am giving you the facts.

The FED was all dressed up with nowhere to go.

Doing this little “rearrangement” with the bogus “US Treasury” / IMF
which has no such noisome restrictions on what it can buy, lets the IMF take the risks
and do the deals while the FED washes its pretty hands of

responsibility for impersonating . mis-characterizing . defrauding millions of
Americans . all those “SPV’s” you are hearing about . and invest in NEW “SPVs”.

Oh, yeah?

Now the “US Treasury” (IMF) will take the rap for that, and the FED will just provide the
grease to create a whole new generation of

“Special Purpose Vehicles”
new styles of names used to defraud racketeer against Americans.
https://aim4truth.org/2020/03/28/charles-m-lieber-and-the-queens-qinetiq/
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When Obummer changed the “Special Purpose Vehicles” from names styled like this:
JOHN MICHAEL DOE to new “Special Purpose Vehicles” with names



styled like this: JOHN M DOE, the banks got the TARP bailout for free, all funded on
your backs and your Public Utility assets.

So now what do you think the vermin are doing?

They are trying to buy up your land estates and mineral resources at re sale prices
based on the (false) idea that you “abandoned” your natural birthright

estate as an American —- and they are using your own assets to do it.

Yep, that’s right. They are using your credit secured by your assets to buy themselves
a First Position Priority Creditor interest in your estate.

At your expense.

We are the only ones out here on the eld carrying your torch and standing up for
you?

The United States of America.
The members of your State Assembly, which you stupidly haven’t joined.

Heck, you haven’t even recorded your proper political status, have you?

You haven’t done one thing to protect yourselves and your families from being utterly,
totally ripped off, have you?

You are all just standing there with your mouths gaping open, thinking, this is our
government.

They wouldn’t do anything bad to us . despite DECADES of abuses like this, despite
DECADES of proof otherwise.

https://aim4truth.org/2020/03/28/charles-m-lieber-and-the-queens-qinetiq/
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There are no heroes, no red, no blue. There’s just a whole lot of sanctimonious liars .
crooks that you have failed to shut down and deal with.



The FED is the bank for the Territorial pigs and the IMF is the bank for the Municipal
pigs, and you, folks, are playing the part of the trough in all of this.

Can anyone shout, “Fraud! Bank crime in progress! Fraud in progress! Red alert! More
fraud incoming!

American States and People protest FED and IMF collusion in conspiracy against the
Constitutions and the people of this country!”

Can anyone hit these stupid Generals upside the head and recall their “duty” for them?

And how about “Q”— time to squash all that Hope Porn like a bug?

Trump is cleaning the Swamp, all right.

Problem is, he’s only cleaning half of it.

Posted: 28 Mar 2020 By Anna Von Reitz

There are DOZENS of strains of Common Cold Virus and always have been.

This is all just a ridiculous smokescreen to hide the Municipal Bankruptcy and
Territorial attempts to “buy” back the Municipal Corporations (which belong to us)
using our credit and assets to do it.

Imagine this — a pickpocket steals all the cash out of your left pocket, and then, he
uses this stolen cash to buy the jewel in your right pocket.

Have you got the schtick now? It’s a shell game.

The Municipal Government is owned and operated by the Pope directly (theft of the
cash in your left pocket).

https://aim4truth.org/2020/03/28/charles-m-lieber-and-the-queens-qinetiq/
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The Territorial Government is also owned by the Pope, but it’s operated “for” him by
the British Queen



who is busy trying to use your own assets and credit to buy your Municipal holdings
(offer to buy the jewel in your right pocket).

You are funding the whole shooting match, and they are trying to foist this off on you
by doing what?

Offering you “relief” payments — also known as “bene ts” —- which they are free to
de ne and misconstrue however they like, if you accept without
doing some re-de ning of your own.

Left to themselves, the rats who are “giving” you a whole $300 billion out of the $6.2
trillion they are attempting to charge against your assets
and credit —-would happily claim that you “voluntarily” agreed to settle your claims
against the Municipal UNITED STATES, INC., and that you
accepted a token “equitable consideration” and donated the rest to them.

So, we have acted in our o cial capacity and issued a Second Decree Over Mandate
which you should take time to read — and o cially “accepted”
these “relief payments” as “gifts” from the Pope and Queen —– and back-charged their
accounts for it, not ours.

The “Unknown Country” has nothing to do with Kim or Tank or this country or the
price of beans in China.

The “Unknown Country” is also known as the “Divine Province” — the realm beyond
death.

They set that trust up and renamed it to bene t themselves.

They acted as “self-interested donors”.

A trust can be set up so that the Donors are also the Bene ciaries, and that is what
they did.

https://aim4truth.org/2020/03/28/charles-m-lieber-and-the-queens-qinetiq/
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“Store up your riches in Heaven where thieves do not break in and moths do not



decay……”



But Benedict XVI also ordered them to open the Storehouses of the Lord .
other trusts and accounts that are supposed to provide food and support for people
in the End Times.

Part of that included the Romanus Pontifex — the City of Rome Trust,
also known as the Urban Trust and the UBS Trust that Jamie Dimon stole and
railroaded. just look at the situation.
Do you see any actual assets being deployed, or just more BS?
Let me answer — more BS.

More “Money of Account” that is being charged to you and used to bene t the
bankers and middlemen.

Goddamn stupid, crooked military o cers can’t gure this out to save themselves or
don’t have the “honor” to do anything about it.

 Like
13

 Our Spirit on March 29, 2020 at 3:03 pm

Reply

And now a post from the looney Anna Von Reitz. We don’t waste one scintilla of our
time listening or reading her crazy word salad.

 Like
14

 mustermaster on March 29, 2020 at 3:35 pm
You’re giving the spell casters the energy they want, when you spiritually reside in the
fear their projecting on you. I will not be contributing to the building of temple babble.

 Like
·
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